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Bird-inspired robotics principles as a
framework for developing smart aerospace
materials

Kenneth AW Hoffmann1, Tony G Chen1, Mark R Cutkosky1 and David Lentink2

Abstract
Birds are notable for their ability to seamlessly transition between different locomotory functions by dynamically leveraging
their shape-shifting morphology. In contrast, the performance of aerial vehicles is constrained to a narrow flight envelope.
To understand which functional morphological principles enable birds to successfully adapt to complex environments on
the wing, engineers have started to develop biomimetic models of bird morphing flight, perching, aerial grasping and
dynamic pursuit. These studies show how avian morphological capabilities are enabled by the biomaterial properties that
make up their multifunctional biomechanical structures. The hierarchical structural design includes concepts like light-
weight skeletons actuated by distributed muscles that shapeshift the body, informed by embedded sensing, combined with a
soft streamlined external surface composed of thousands of overlapping feathers. In aerospace engineering, these functions
are best replicated by smart materials, including composites, that incorporate sensing, actuation, communication, and
computation. Here we provide a review of recently developed biohybrid, biomimetic, and bioinspired robot structural
design principles. To inspire integrative smart material design, we first synthesize the new principles into an aerial robot
concept to translate it into its aircraft equivalent. Promising aerospace applications include multifunctional morphing wing
structures composed out of smart composites with embedded sensing, artificial muscles for robotic actuation, and fast
actuating compliant structures with integrated sensors. The potential benefits of developing and mass-manufacturing these
materials for future aerial robots and aircraft include improving flight performance, mission scope, and environmental
resilience.

Keywords
Bioinspired, biomimetic, biohybrid, aerospace, robotic structures, robots, aerial robots, smart materials, design principles,
aerospace structures smart materials

Introduction: Nature as inspiration
for flight

Birds are among the most advanced and highest performing
flyers in nature.1–3 The avian shape-shifting morphol-
ogy, composed of biomechanical structures with tuned
biomaterials, effectively integrates complex locomotory
functions.4–9 Flight, perching, grasping, and dynamic
pursuit are prime examples (Figure 1, “Nature”). Birds
precisely control their flight through soft, highly control-
lable, morphing wings and tails.6,12–14 Flight control is
informed by the sensing capabilities embedded in the
body.15 The sensing organs are found both centralized in the
head and distributed over the body across the different
levels of morphological organization.15 It is not only the
integrated sensing and closed-loop control that enable the
avian body to perform diverse locomotor functions;

additional passive design solutions also simplify control and
increase robustness.16–22 For example, during perching,
birds perform controlled collisions harnessing the hierar-
chical biomechanical design of their legs, feet, and toes to
absorb energy and achieve a secure grasp.23 For in-flight
grasping, a bird such as the peregrine falcon demonstrates
its ability to plan a pursuit trajectory to collide with prey
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midair and then hold on to it while recovering from the
impact to continue flight.24 These and other remarkable
behaviors make birds excellent candidates for biohybrid,
biomimetic, and bioinspired aerial robot design.25 Based on
efforts along these lines, recent robotics research has pro-
duced innovations in structural design, actuation, sensing,
and controls approaches for aerial vehicles.9,26–29

In this review, we show how multifunctional smart
materials have the potential to integrate recently discovered
and flight-tested biohybrid, biomimetic, and bird-inspired
aerial robot design principles (Figure 1). Smart materials are
often inspired by the form and function of biomaterials and
biological structures found in nature.30 To enable this, we
first discuss the relevant biological underpinnings of bird
morphology, including flight control, distributed sensing
capabilities, perching, and grasping. Then, we propose to
harness recent aerial robotics research that successfully
uncovered—and flight-tested—key mechanistic principles
that underpin avian flight. The aerial robotics findings form
a lens that engineers and materials scientists can use to
examine smart materials that functionally integrate sensing,
actuation, communication, and computation.31 In this work,
we focus on robot designs developed by the authors of this
work and place them in context of the broader research field
and future opportunities. The first robotics vignette is Pi-
geonBot (Figure 1, “Underactuated morphing”), which has
soft morphing wings comprised of real feathers, making its

design biohybrid.9 The feathers are controlled indirectly via
an underactuated system with joints providing actuation to a
reduced set of degrees of freedom. We show how smart
materials can potentially morph engineered wings more
effectively based on embedded sensing networks that im-
prove flight control. The second robotics vignette is ste-
reotyped nature-inspired aerial grasper (SNAG), the
stereotyped nature-inspired aerial grasper (Figure 1, “Hi-
erarchical Mechanism”).10 Stereotyped nature-inspired ae-
rial grasper grasps and perches on complex surfaces using a
novel biomimetic mechanism with a hierarchical mechan-
ical structure. Inspired by SNAG, we review the concept of
minimizing redundant structures and using artificial mus-
cles instead of traditional actuators. The third robotics vi-
gnette, the aerial grasping robot (AGR), (Figure 1, “Grasp
and Recovery”), uses a bioinspired compliant passive
mechanism to grasp a target drone in flight and then recover
from the collision disturbance.11 Using this robot, we re-
view how smart materials can provide additional sensing to
ensure successful grasping and serve as compliant grasping
structures. Finally, we present FalconBot, a new aerial robot
that we developed to integrate the design principles of all
three vignettes. The FalconBot concept enabled us to de-
velop and present its aerospace equivalent and to show how
biohybrid, biomimetics, and bioinspired aerial robotics can
both motivate and provide a path for developing smart
aerospace materials (Figure 1, “Integrated Framework”).

Figure 1. Nature inspires the design of aerial robots that serve as platforms to develop new smart materials for aerospace applications.
Birds naturally perform dynamic maneuvers and react to disturbances. This ability exhibits itself across three functions: flight (photo
credit World Wildlife), perching (Photo Credit Bernard Spragg), and grasping (Photo Credit Alexas Fotos). Roboticists have been
inspired by these functions to develop aerial robots that mimic the capabilities by using biohybrid, biomimetic, and bioinspired structures.
Three such systems (“Robots”) are: (A) PigeonBot (Photo Credit Eric Chang)9 uses a soft robotic underactuated morphing wing
comprised of real bird feathers for flight; (B) The Stereotyped Nature-inspired Aerial Grasper (SNAG) (Photo Credit Will Roderick)10

stores and converts energy to quickly perch or grasp; and (C) The grasp and recovery robot, Aerial Grasping Robot (AGR)11 can catch
flying targets and quickly recover from those collisions. Combined they form an integrated framework to inspire the development of
new smart and robotic materials for future aerospace applications.
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Application of advanced future materials has the potential to
increase the flight envelope, expand vehicle use cases, and
enhance the environmental resilience and adaptability of
large scale aerospace vehicles. As a result, we expect these
new materials will also find broad use across engineering
communities.

Biological context for the robot vignettes

To present the robotic vignettes within the biological
context that inspired their design, we first review the avian
biological system that underpins the bird flight capabilities
the robots emulate. A critical feature of the system is that it
integrates all levels of the organism, across molecular,
cellular, organ and whole-body scales. This vast range of
design scales is currently beyond the realm of engineering
manufacturing; future smart materials could address this
gap. These materials will need to furnish and support
functions analog to key features of the avian body plan. The
body is made out of biomaterials that form biomechanical
structures, actuated by a tuned musculoskeletal system
informed by distributed and centralized sensing processed
with a sophisticated brain.15 Specifically, we first discuss the
role wing morphology plays in passive and active flight
control. Then, we discuss the basic sensing modalities the
bird integrates for flight control and locomotion. To un-
derstand how birds perch and grasp, we briefly discuss the
latest work in understanding how birds land on a variety of
surfaces. Together, these biological capabilities provide the
motivation for understanding the role smart materials can
play to improve the multifunctional abilities of future ro-
botic structures. Conveniently, in every robot vignette, it
was found that a subset of these integrated features was
sufficient to embody the desired functions. (Figure 2).

The ability of birds to fly robustly in turbulent atmo-
spheric flows demonstrates how effectively the avian flight
control system functions.17–19,38–40 This ability stems from
the integration of both active control using sensorimotor
feedback18,38–40 and passive control based on tuned bio-
mechanical structure properties that reduce (or eliminate)
closed-loop control effort.16,19 The key role of passive
solutions to turbulent gust rejection is illustrated by how the
wing’s musculoskeletal system is built-up like a tuned
suspension system that passively rejects gusts by enabling
the wing to move with the gust to minimize trunk motion19

(Figure 2(a), 1), how wing sweep mitigates wing flutter,16

and how flexibility of the feathers lowpass filters turbulent
pressure force fluctuations9,19,41 (Figure 2(b), 2). These
mechanisms are based on biomechanical and biomaterial
tuning across the wing’s macro and microstructure that
enable it to morph effectively and form a continuous
aerodynamic surface with little active control input.9,20 At
the macroscale, the wing consists of feathers that shape its
surface with compliant feather vanes that are each lined with

a stiff rachis to form the aerodynamic load paths to the
musculoskeletal system20 (Figure 2(a), 2). Along the span of
the wing, the geometric properties of the vanes vary, which
is thought to affect the aerodynamic forces that each vane
can withstand.42,43 The rachis of each feather is not only
connected to the wing skeleton; the feathers are also em-
bedded in and interconnected by a combination of elastic
ligament and smooth muscle, known as the postpatagium
tissue (Figure 2(a), 3), between the base of individual
feathers,44 which passively distributes overlapping flight
feathers as the skeleton morphs the wing planform,20 a
concept called underactuation in robotics.45 This passive
solution differs from aerospace solutions, in which closed-
loop control of the motion of wing elements is a central
kinematic design paradigm.

The foregoing discussion raises a question for engineers;
how do bird wings morph reliably if the morphing elements
are not all under closed-loop control? The relative positions
of overlapping flight feathers are bounded by microstruc-
tural directionally hooked structures, which lock together
probabilistically when the overlapping and underlapping
directional hooking contact zones match.20 At the micro-
scale (Figure 2(a), 4), feathers hook into each other via
thousands of microscopic 3D hooks (lobate cilia) that stick
out of the upper surface of the underlying feather and latch
probabilistically onto 2D hooked surfaces (hooked rami) on
the underside of the overlapping feather.20 Critically, the
locking mechanism only engages when adjacent feathers
spread apart too far, because that is when the hooking
structure zones on the underlapping and overlapping feather
match, which prevents aerodynamic gaps and helps negate
turbulent perturbation.20 The locking mechanism is also
directional, meaning that whereas it resists feathers
spreading too far apart—it does not resist feathers folding
back together—enabling wing morphing with minimal
resistance.20 Combined with the elastic ligament, this is
what enables bird wings to form a continuous aerodynamic
surface with feathers. Finally, the feathers are made of a
durable biomaterial, beta-keratin46 (Figure 2(a), 5).

Beta-keratin has desirable material properties, including
well-tuned stiffness, strength to weight ratio, insulation, and
robustness.21,46–48 Both the material properties, and the
structural organization of the feather enable them to flex
while being stiff enough to avoid buckling.21,34 Specifically,
the feather’s structure results in tailored flexibility along a
stiff rachis lining the flexible vane, which has a relatively
stiff leading edge and a flexible trailing edge.9 Integrated,
the combination of tuned material properties with a structure
that is hierarchically tailored from the microscale to the
macroscale enables passively dampening complex proba-
bilistic disturbances.49 The combination of load-bearing
stiffness along the rachis with tailored flexibility along
the vanes enables the feathers to bend and twist during
flight, which helps alleviate the effect of turbulence intensity
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by passively filtering its frequency spectrum.33,50 The de-
scribed passive mechanisms supplement active control, and
not all disturbances can be sufficiently filtered by the tuned
structure.17,51

Larger perturbations require active control for stable
flight (Figure 2, “actively controlled body motion”).38,41 In
turbulence, small flyers, like hummingbirds, compensate by
adapting the shape of the wing and the frequency of the

Figure 2. Avian locomotory functions are furnished by passively and actively controlled mechanisms. (A) Passive morphological control
mechanisms include; (1) the wing joint at the shoulder acts as passive suspension system that reduces trunk motion when gust induced
forces act at the center of percussion,19 (2) the wing planform and individual feathers passively deform under turbulent perturbation and
thus reduce aerodynamic loading peaks further16,21,32,33 (3) the elastic ligament (postpatagium) that connects all flight feathers and
redistributes them automatically when the ulna and manus move,1,12,20 (4) microscopic directional probabilistic fasteners lock adjacent
overlapping feathers together (lobate cilia of underlapping feather lock onto hooked rami of overlapping feather) when they move too far
apart,20 creating a continuous aerodynamic surface and (5) biomaterials with tailored stiffness and dampening characteristics.21,32–34 (B)
Actively controlled body motion is informed by sensing organs distributed over the body (gray boxes).15 For active flight control, the
bird relies on force and touch (somatosensation), vestibular, visual, and muscle spindle sensing that is communicated via the nervous
system with the brain where it is integrated and translated into muscle motor commands.15 Finally, when birds perch and grasp they
absorbing linear and rotation energy through their hierarchical foot and leg biomechanical structures featuring a tendon locking
mechanism (TLM) and digital flexor mechanism (DFM).23,35 Some of the tendons in the DFM route around the ankle which results in the
toes flexing when the leg bends at the ankle.35 This mechanism therefore converts the impact energy into squeezing force about the
perch. The TLM acts like a ratcheting mechanism that locks the leg’s posture after grasping, so the toes lock on the surface of the
perch.35–37 Beyond perching, this same functional principle is also used in prey-grasping to secure the prey.37
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wing stroke.38 Changing the shape and orientation of the
wings and tail as well as how the wings beat enables birds to
mitigate the perturbing aerodynamic forces acting on their
body. They control their bodies response to perturbations
through musculoskeletal actuation of their wings, tails,
trunk, legs, and feet (Figure 2, “neuromuscular
system”).52–54 Musculoskeletal motion is controlled by the
central nervous system, the brain and spinal chord of the
bird, which integrates high bandwidth external and internal
state information sensed by centralized organs in the head as
well as sensory modalities distributed over the body to
inform its control policy15,17 (Figure 2(b), “Nervous Sys-
tem”). The main forms of centralized sensing that the bird
harnesses for flight control are vestibular sensing, of linear
and angular head motion as well as the direction of gravity,
and visual sensing, of the scene surrounding the bird, which
are both located in the head (other forms of centralized
sensing include air speed as well as navigation cues that we
do not review here). Key forms of distributed sensing in-
clude somatosensation, to sense feather loading and vi-
bration, and muscular spindle sensing, to sense muscle
stretch, the latter is critical for musculoskeletal control.15

Centralized and distributed sensory information are in-
tegrated in the brain to inform body motion control. At the
wingbeat kinematic scale, innervated feathers detect local
force magnitude and oscillation such as those resulting from
stall, flow separation, and airspeed.15,55 Beyond external
flow condition, muscle spindle sensing can monitor internal
joint angles as well as muscular and tendon length
changes.55,56 Supplemented by vestibular sensing, the bird
achieves attitude control, reflexive control, and posture
control with head-body stabilization. The bird head is
stabilized in 3D by the neck along all six degrees of freedom
except forward motion,22 informed by both vestibular and
neck muscle spindle sensing.57 Head stabilization and
orientation control enables both the vestibular and visual
system to perform better, and the brain to actively direct its
perception. Stabilization of the eyes is critical for visual
sensing, resulting in unblurred vision, which is important
for reliable optical flow-based flight stabilization, trajectory
control, and obstacle avoidance.15,58 Integrating these
sensing modalities, birds inform their biological control to
achieve their diverse locomotory functions (Figure 2,
“Locomotory Functions”).59

Striking avian locomotory functions include how birds
use their legs and feet in flight. Birds land and takeoff from
complex surfaces while also accommodating for environ-
mental factors such as wind gusts or minimal visual
information.22,23 This is demonstrated by the challenge of
perching on diverse surfaces, which involves (i) identifying
suitable perching sites and approaching them with a ste-
reotypical trajectory60,61 and (ii) establishing a firm grip
upon landing.23,35,62 The first of these challenges is ad-
dressed by integrated-sensing informed body motion

control as noted previously. The second is addressed by the
leg’s biomechanics upon landing, during which the bird
absorbs kinetic energy and stabilizes its grasp around a
perch (Figure 2, “foot and leg biomechanics”).23 This was
quantified through parrotlet landing experiments on an
instrumented perch that show that they accomplish a secure
grasp on complex surfaces by combining predictable toe
pad friction with probabilistic friction from their claws
latching onto surface asperities.23 Specifically, they first
conform to the perch and then drag their claws over the
surface to find asperities that furnish the secure grasp. This
is essential for absorbing the high loads of the controlled
collision birds make with the perch to land. Key elements to
this automated perching mechanism (APM) are the Tendon
Locking Mechanism (TLM) and the Digital Flexor
Mechanism (DFM).23,35 First the tendons of the DFM route
around the ankle such that the toes flex automatically when
the leg bends at the ankle to absorb the controlled collision
with the perch.35 This mechanism converts the impact
energy into elevated perch squeezing force. Then, when the
legs collapsed sufficiently to absorb the collision and the
feet grasp the perch securely, the TLM acts like a ratcheting
mechanism that locks the legs and feet tendons so the toes
lock on the surface of the perch securely, while minimizing
active muscle tensioning.35–37

An important principle that emerges from the biological
context is that birds harness their biomechanical structure
and mechanisms for multiple purposes to furnish an un-
usually broad operational envelope—as compared to ro-
botics and aerospace design. For example, a bird uses its
legs and feet for locomotion, manipulation, perching, and
grasping.63–66 Looking ahead to other functions, perching is
analogous to dynamic aerial grasping (to catch an object on
the wing) in that the bird needs to absorb a significant
controlled aerial collision with their legs while closing their
feet and claws around an object.10 This illustrates how birds
use a single biomechanical structure for a wide range of
tasks that have no engineering analog. Overall, the diverse
locomotory functions of birds are the result of multifunc-
tional integration across their bodies hierarchical levels of
organization. Understanding the avian body’s basic bio-
logical functions in the context of flight is essential to
understand how flight-tested biohybrid, biomimetic and
bioinspired aerial robots based on these biological princi-
ples can accelerate the development of smart materials for
aerospace applications.

Flight biohybrid robotics vignette 1:
PigeonBot’s underactuated morphing
wings with soft bird feathers

PigeonBot (Figure 3(a)) flies with a soft biohybrid
morphing wing (Figure 3(c)). The wing features a
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lightweight, 3D printed, skeletal structure actuated by
servos, which underactuate an array of real flight feathers
via connective elastic elements (tuned elastic bands) that
shape the smooth aerodynamic surface.1 By changing the
shape of its wing asymmetrically, PigeonBot can fly through
a range of curved trajectories (Figure 3(b)). Each side of the
wing (Figure 3(c)) can morph independently based on wrist
and finger motion, causing a lift force differential between
the left and right sides of the robot.9 As a result, a net
aerodynamic torque is exerted on the robot body that in-
duces turning motion. This enables PigeonBot to control
turns of varying curvature using variable asymmetric wing
morphing controlled by servo inputs to its two wrist and two
finger joints, without using its rudder (Figure 3(b)).9 As the
servo actuated skeleton extends and flexes the 3D printed
wing skeleton, biomimetic robotic arms, the flight feather
array expands and contracts automatically.9 PigeonBot’s
flight feathers are interconnected at the base by tuned

orthodontic elastic bands, which mimic how the avian
elastic tissue and smooth muscle of the patagium (Bio-
logical context for the robot vignettes) redistributes feathers
passively when the skeleton moves (Figure 3(c)).9,20 Pi-
geonBot uses pigeon flight feathers because of two essential
hierarchical structural properties that cannot be replicated
with 3D printing at present.67 The first is that flight feathers
have a hierarchically designed structure that make them
both stiff enough along the rachis to carry aerodynamic load
and soft enough along the vanes to slide smoothly over each
other, while also being extremely lightweight. The second is
that overlapping flight feathers have specialized interaction
zones with microscopic directional probabilistic fasteners
that automatically lock adjacent feathers together
(Figure 3(d)) before they are elastically redistributed too far
apart during unfolding—preventing aerodynamic gaps—
the same mechanism automatically unlocks the feathers
again during wing folding.9,20 In summary, the unique

Figure 3. PigeonBot uses an underactuated soft robotic wing with real feathers from a pigeon to stably control its flight.9 (A) An
overview of the aerial robot that demonstrates the ability to morph by changing the planform’s shape. The two small images in the
bottom right show the extension and flexion range of the morphing wing. (B) A subset of the curved trajectories initiated through
asymmetrical wing morphing, showing the robot can turn by morphing one wing half more than the other. (C) A CAD model of the
morphing wing design shows how real bird secondary and primary flight feathers are integrated in the biohybrid design. The feathers
are mounted on feather holders that are connect via a pin joint with the 3D printed bone structure. The bone structure features a servo-
actuated wrist and finger joint that form biomimetic robot arms. The feathers are connected by tuned elastic bands (not shown) that
mimic the avian elastic ligament that automatically coordinates feather motion when the robot arms move. The ability of feathers to
overlap smoothly stems from their graded softness and enables the robot to morph continuously in flight. (D) Adjacent flight feathers
have contact zones that match and lock together probabilistically when feathers spread apart too far, and unlock again automatically when
they fold together again, making the fastening mechanism directional.20 The upper surface of the underlapping feather has thousands of
3D hooked lobate cilia (of about 10 micron size) that latch onto the 2D hooked rami that stick out from the lower surface of the
overlapping feather.20
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elastic feather distribution and directional probabilistic
fastening mechanism together enable the avian wing to fold
and unfold continuously without controlling the feather
positions directly.20 This is called “under actuation” in
robotics and greatly reduces the number of servos, sensors
and control loops needed for the many degrees of freedom in
the wing, the position of 40 feathers is controlled by only
four servo motors. Remarkably, the position control of each
of the 40 feathers via the elastic ligament is highly re-
peatable and accurate during dynamic morphing. This high
kinematic performance stems from the high natural fre-
quency of the feather underactuation system, which is
10 times higher than the servo actuation frequency band-
width. This ensures the feather-position transfer function is
governed by the linear elasticity of the elastic bands (feather
mass is extremely low and surface friction is insignificant).
The high kinematic performance of elastic underactuation
(tested in high turbulence and flight) shows the aerospace
design paradigm in which each degree-of-freedom must
remain under closed-loop control can be dropped in favor of
a simpler biomimetic design paradigm.9,20

Smart materials for soft robotic wings

Drawing inspiration from birds and biohybrid robotics,
smart materials can be developed to embed morphing wing
principles directly in material properties together with
distributed sensing to inform more advanced control. To
show how smart materials could embed the morphing wing
principles put forward by robot vignette 1, we focus on two
main applications of smart materials (Figure 4). The first
application is the use of artificial composite feathers and
actuated materials to form smart morphing wing and control
surfaces (Composites for wing and control surfaces using
artificial feathers and actuated materials). The second ap-
plication makes the morphing wing and control surfaces
smart by embedding sensor networks that sense aerody-
namic, structural, and dynamic loading distributions as well
as wing shape deformation to inform autonomous flight
control (Embedded sensing in wing structures for bio-
inspired flight control and autonomy).

Composites for wing and control surfaces using
artificial feathers and actuated materials

PigeonBot uses real pigeon feathers, which are not scalable
beyond bird dimensions. Therefore, we need smart struc-
tures and materials that replicate the morphing functions
that stem from feather structural hierarchy including graded
stiffness/softness and microscopic directional probabilistic
fastening. One of the first aerial robots that morphed with
artificial feathers was the RoboSwift, which features eight
carbon fiber feathers that slide over each other.77 A

weakness of this design is that the number of feathers is low
and they lack graded stiffness. A more recent robot, the
LisHawk (Figure 4(b), “LisHawk”),78 features 18 total
(9 per wing) artificial feathers that are layered to form a
continuous surface. Each feather has a graded stiffness and
is built up as follows (Figure 4(b). “Feather Build Up”): (a)
stiff central rachis, made of carbon fiber, is affixed to a glass
fiber skeleton. The rachis and glass fiber assembly is then
lined with a ripstop fabric polyester membrane.78, The
resulting assembly is a low mass structure that is stiff along
the feather length axis, to absorb the aerodynamic forces
during flight, and soft along the width axis to enable the
feathers to more smoothly slide over each other. While
effective, the artificial feathers in LisHawk are still heavy
compared to bird feathers as well as delicate and difficult to
manufacture at scale.78 There is a need for engineering
composites innovations that can provide the benefits of real
feathers while being suited to high volume production.67We
envision new, feather-inspired, cellular composites with
graded stiffness to enable continuous morphing at the
materials level.68,79 The elastic connectivity between
feathers can be reimagined as graded stiffness distributions
in the material with a much more extreme stiffness range
over many orders of magnitude than traditionally consid-
ered. Further, complex servo-actuated skeletal mechanisms
could be replaced by distributed local actuation embedded
in the morphing material.

Smart materials could use the same hierarchical architec-
tural elements as feathers (Biological context for the robot
vignettes) to improve robotic wings by creating stiff, yet soft,
aerodynamic wing and control surfaces.80 An example of an
ultralight material that could be used to improve aerial robot
wings are ultralight microlattices (Figure 4(b), “Metallic Mi-
crolattice”).70 These lattices use a hierarchical structure to
achieve superior material properties relative to conventional
implementations of the same base materials.70 Like feathers
(Biological context for the robot vignettes), each level of the
hierarchy contributes to the overall behavior of the material.
The benefits of an organized hierarchy (as compared to an
unordered structure like a foamed plastic or a single level of
organization as found in traditional composite layups) are
consistent across different categories of materials. For ex-
ample, polymers81 and fibrous materials82 both benefit from
similar hierarchical design approaches as well, so there are
several base material candidates for new artificial feather-
inspired hierarchically structured materials. Further, different
base materials could be combined to achieve the desired
graded stiffness of the real feather counterpart. New multi-
material 3D printing based production techniques have the
potential to produce these engineered materials in high volume
with tight tolerances.79 The microarchitectural approach of the
materials described in this section could also lend itself to
designing microscale interactions like the probabilistic di-
rectional fastening of the natural feather counterpart.
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The probabilistic nature of hooking elements can also be
translated to smart materials to develop new fasteners.
Probabilistic mechanical fasteners are comprised of one or
two surfaces with many hooking elements, where only a
subset of the hooking elements engage. Though not all of
the elements engage, the fasteners are still effective because
they rely on the interactions of only a subset of the hooking
elements.67 Currently, no equivalent biological or techno-
logical fastener exists that can replicate the directional
probabilistic locking and unlocking of flight feathers.67

Such directional probabilistic fasteners are useful because
they provide a strong, versatile, repeatable connection
without the need for precise alignment for mating between
components,67 thereby reducing computation, sensing, and
actuation requirements. As a result, newly developed fas-
teners based on smart materials that mimic feather

directional probabilistic fastening could generally furnish
the microstructural interactions necessary for soft robotic
continuous morphing surfaces.

Material design for morphing wings. Birds actuate their
feathered morphing with their forelimb musculoskeletal
system, which shape-shifts the soft aerodynamic
surfaces.25,83 This morphology results in an aerodynamic
surface with high levels of actuation and adaptability.
Replicating the underpinning design principles in robotic
morphing wings is a key step towards achieving bird-level
robustness and adaptability, which exceeds current robot
performance.25 One of the challenges in this is that unlike
birds, robots typically use rigid wing structures because
shape-shifting wing structures are not easily replicated by
engineered designs.25 In contrast, current aerospace wing

Figure 4. Morphing wings with embedded actuation and sensing can improve flight performance, control, and environmental resilience.
(A) The two main categories of wing morphing are airfoil and planform morphing.68 In airfoil morphing, the shape of the airfoil changes
in the plane, in planform morphing the overall shape of the wing changes.68 (B) New materials for wing morphing include embedded
actuation and hierarchical materials that replicate the behavior of biomaterials. Smart materials are relevant at both the wing structure
level as well as the wing material level. The “twist morphing wing” uses structures with different material and structural stiffnesses to
demonstrate active continuous wing twisting69 [Photo Credit Kenneth Cheung/NASA]. LisHawk26 flies with morphing wings and tails
buildup by artificial feathers. Metallic micro-lattices are one promising hierarchical material which could be used to develop new wing
structures and surfaces.70 The bottom half of the panel shows different types of embedded wing sensors, including flow,71 pressure,72

shape,73,74 and shear75 sensing. Pressure and shear sensing enable fly-by-feel, which is based on wrench (force and torque feedback)
control to improve flight performance. Shape sensing could be used in vision based autonomous aerial robots for active camera
calibration. Shear, pressure and flow sensing can be used to detect flow separation and laminar-turbulent boundary layer transiton to
optimize wing aerodynamics. (C) Traditional aerial robots have IMUs embedded that are reactive sensors that measure changes in
magnetic heading, angular rates and linear acceleration.76 Phase-advanced sensors measure or predict a disturbance before an inertial
response. Embedded sensing in the wings enables an aerial robot to respond to aerodynamic disturbances and compensate for them in
advance of the inertial response of the whole vehicle.
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designs are discontinuous – using discrete stiff elements like
slats, flaps, and ailerons to change the shape of the similarly
stiff wing.84 A consequence of this is that airplane wing
airfoils can only be optimized over a few stages of flight68

and cannot reject turbulent gusts effectively. To optimize for
more stages of flight, engineers have developed methods to
dynamically change the shape of the wing.68 This requires
entirely new wing designs and replacing traditional actu-
ation methods with actively morphing wing structures and
surfaces.

Morphing wing designs fall into two main categories,
planform and airfoil morphing (Figure 4(a)).68 The plan-
form subcategories include span, chord, and sweep
morphing whereas the airfoil subcategories are camber,
thickness, and twist morphing.68 By changing the shape in
flight, the goal of morphing wings is to replicate the wing
kinematic and shape degrees-of-freedom of birds and
therefore optimize wing shape and kinematics across the
entire flight envelope.68 Due to the complex shape and
actuation requirements, the adoption of morphing wings is
nearly entirely limited to experimental research platforms,
but newmaterials could enable broader application.68While
a few notable examples exist, such as the F-14 and the
Wright Flyer, the overall lack of implementation is partially
because it is difficult to design simple, reliable, and easy to
fabricate (and maintain) mechanisms and structures that
accomplish smooth, continuous wing morphing. An ex-
ample of this challenge is shown through computationally
designing a mechanism that replicates pigeon wing kine-
matics.85 Six-bar mechanisms are necessary to accurately
approximate the complex morphing motion of the pigeon
wing, because four-bar linkages fitted to bird data lock or
result in infeasible biological configurations that have en-
gineering disadvantages.85 This finding shows the challenge
in replicating true bird wing morphing kinematics and
suggests the need for different engineering approaches
beyond traditional mechanism design. A solution to this
challenge is to integrate distributed actuation in a structure
with tunable stiffness such that implements multiple cate-
gories of wing morphing directly via smart material design.

Smart materials with tunable stiffness and embedded
actuation are poised to more simply replicate the functions
of soft morphing bird wings and thus have the potential to
translate bird morphing wing principles to large-scale
aerospace applications.68 An example of tunable wing
design is demonstrated by a cellular twist morphing wing
(Figure 4(b), “Twist Morphing Wing”) that is actively
deformable through variable stiffness along the wingspan.69

The wing is constructed with modular base elements that
build up to form a cellular composite structure.69 This
design approach enables spatially tuned stiffness by varying
the material choice and geometry of a specific cell in the
overall assembly.69 As a result, local stiffness can be
calibrated to produce the desired wing morphing behavior.69

While we envision wings morphing as a whole, applying the
principles to smaller sections of a wing can improve the
flight efficiency of intermediate designs. In this case, smart
materials could be used to control small sections of a wing
(like active winglets and continuously twisting flaps).86–91

Whether by enabling global or local morphing, smart
materials promise better performance as compared to tra-
ditional discrete airfoil modification strategies, over a wider
range of flight conditions.68 Future morphing wings could
combine this tuned stiffness approach with distributed ac-
tuation and control informed by distributed sensing net-
works. Morphing wings present new opportunities and
challenges for distributed sensing and control algorithms to
improve flight performance. In the following section, we
describe how smart materials can enable the control of
morphing wings informed by distributed local sensing of
airflow conditions.92

Scaling principles for morphing wing design. Two key design
principles emerge to scale morphing wings. First, the wing
surface must be capable of elastic redistribution with a
stable quasi-static response to control input.1 In the case of
PigeonBot this requires that the natural frequency of the
ligaments connecting the aerodynamic morphing elements
must be an order of magnitude higher (10 times) than the
actuation frequency.1 As a result, the wing morphing action
can be considered quasistatic because the static effects
dominate the dynamic effects of the morphing wing
movement.1 Additionally, this is thought to help avoid
flutter in the individual wing elements.9

The next consideration for scaling morphing wings is
preventing aerodynamic gaps through directional fasteners
that scale.20 While the aerodynamic force on the wing in-
creases with wing area, the number of directional hooking
fasteners of feathers also scale directly with wing area. As a
result, as wing area increases, the number of fasteners
should increase at the same rate, meaning that the hooking
force also increases with wing area. Therefore, the velcro-
like hooks of the feathers continue to provide sufficient
directional fastening force to prevent aerodynamic gaps as
the wing size increases. Considering a similar design
principle into new morphing wing material design will be
important to ensure continuous morphing and smooth, gap-
less aerodynamic surfaces.

These two scaling principles should be considered in the
design of future smart materials to ensure controllable wing
morphing behavior with predictable response.

Embedded sensing in wing structures for bioinspired
flight control and autonomy

Aerodynamic sensing for better flight control. PigeonBot, like
most aerial robots, relies on four main sensing modalities for
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state estimation. These include an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) (containing an accelerometer, gyroscope, and
magnetometer), a GPS for position, a barometer for pressure
sensing, and a pitot tube for airspeed estimation based on the
dynamic pressure differential.93 The sensors fall into two
categories: phase-advanced and reactive (Figure 4(c)).94

Phase-advanced sensors detect or predict disturbances be-
fore an inertial response.76,94 Most of the sensors used for
flight control today are reactive, detecting or estimating
inertial responses.94 Smart materials could enable better
integration of phase-advanced sensing into robotic
morphing wing and tail structures by measuring aerody-
namic and structural quantities directly, like the distributed
sensors of the bird (Biological context for the robot
vignettes).

Aerial robots and aerospace vehicles generally– partic-
ularly those with compliant structures – would benefit from
bird-inspired surface and structural sensing, leading to new
predictive control schemes95 that compensate for distur-
bances before they produce large inertial effects that ac-
cumulate to result in significant deviations from the
intended flight trajectory.76,94 To implement this control
scheme, the robotic structure will need to be able to sense
aerodynamic properties or structural stresses using phase-
advanced sensors.95 Through material development focused
on incorporating such sensors into robotic structures, we
envision further improvement to sensor networks integrated
at the time of manufacturing, rather than as discrete ele-
ments added to, or layered on, existing structures.

Sensing skins are a recent development that add sensing
to a surface or structure, with the added potential to be
integrated into a robotic structure during manufacturing.96

To sense aerodynamic and structural properties, sensing
skins typically use shape, pressure, airflow, and shear
sensing, though broader sensing capabilities could also be
incorporated. (Figure 4(b), bottom half).96 Shape sensing
using strain measurements is useful to determine wing
displacement, accelerations, torques, and changes in
structural loading.74,96 Pressure sensing is useful for deter-
mining the aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle’s ex-
ternal surfaces76,95,97 (wing, tail, etc.) including aerodynamic
load,72,98–100 atmospheric turbulence intensity,97,101 laminar-
turbulence transition in the boundary layer flow,102–105 and
the lift and drag distributions.99,104,106 Near-surface flow
sensing enables detection of flow separation from the
surface.107,108 Similarly, shear sensing can be used to further
monitor laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition and flow
separation.75,109–111 These examples show that, as in Kalman
filtering, the fusion of multiple sensory modalities have
the potential to greatly reduce the uncertainty in online ve-
hicle state estimation.112 Here, we present isolated examples
of embedded sensor applications because those dominate the
literature (the IMU in autonomous vehicles is a key ex-
ception, but it’s centralized). To leverage the full potential of

these different sensing modalities, they should be fused al-
gorithmically in future applications, because combined they
provide more continuous and reliable state information about
the wing structure and airflow.

To illustrate key components for future integrated
aerospace sensing skins, we focus on specific sensor so-
lutions for estimating structure and flow parameters. To
measure wing shape, a soft skin with embedded strain
sensors adhered to a wing surface can predict the shape of
the wings of a small, fixed-wing robot74 (Figure 3(b),
“Shape”, background). Beyond strain gauges, fiber optics
have also been used for similar measurements (Figure 4(b),
“Shape”, foreground).73 Based on strain and shape mea-
surements, changes in flight dynamics of the aerial robot can
be inferred, paving the way towards using this information
for control. Moving beyond structural properties, flow can
be measured with a piezoresistive mass flow MEMS sen-
sor71 (Figure 4(b) “Flow”). This sensor uses little power and
is adaptable to a variety of flow conditions by slightly
changing the shape of the sensor.71 Multiple form factors of
these small sensors could be placed along the wing surface
to measure the flow to determine flow direction and mag-
nitude.71 Calibration challenges may arise under variable
operating conditions, which can be mitigated by incorpo-
rating additional sensing of pressure and temperature.71 To
measure pressure, an expandable network of sensors con-
nected by stretchable polyimide wires (Figure 4(b),
“Pressure”) can perceive distributed pressure over a
surface.72,113,114 The low thickness profile of this sensor
network makes it possible to embed it into wing (and other)
surfaces.114 Because pressure and flow together do not tell
the full story of the conditions across the wing surface, shear
sensing is also useful for detecting flow separation at critical
points of the wing. A flexible sensor skin measuring surface
shear stress (Figure 4(b), “Shear”)75 is an early example of
using a shear sensor to detect flow separation along the
leading edge of an airfoil, and therefore can be used to
predict stall. The data from sensing skins should be fused to
paint a complete picture of the aerodynamic and structural
properties of the wing to inform vehicle state monitoring
and autonomous flight control.

Control schemes that use structures with embedded
sensing for flight control are colloquially known as “Fly by
Feel”.113,115 These control schemes rely on phase-advanced
sensors and therefore respond directly to aerodynamic and
structural disturbances, (Figure 3(c)).94 Examples of “Fly by
Feel’ include rotorcraft that use strain sensors embedded in
the robot frame to reject disturbances116 or the control of a
vertical (VTOL) concept aerial robot that compensates for
wind during the transition from hover to forward flight.117

This robot uses a 3D airflow sensor to detect aerodynamic
forces but would benefit from using an integrated sensing
skin instead for improved situational awareness. Overall,
structures incorporating sensing skins have the potential to
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streamline the design of these example aerial robots by
integrating the sensors directly into the material of the
airframe’s structural elements like how flexible printed
circuit boards (PCBs) are assembled, thereby reducing the
need for current unwieldy manual aerodynamic flow or
strain measuring device assemblies. The benefits of inte-
grating sensing into a wing structure extend beyond flight
control and could improve autonomous systems broadly by
assisting in-flight calibration of multiple embedded navi-
gation cameras.

Current fully autonomous robots, in particular small
quadcopters, use vision for localization through 360° visual
inertial odometry (VIO) based on multiple embedded
cameras.118–121 Like the motor arms of quadcopters, the
wings of an aerial robot are an ideal location to mechan-
ically integrate cameras for 360° stereo localization, how-
ever a challenge with autonomous vision-based aerial robots
is constant online camera calibration and system failures
stemming from poor calibration.122 The long baseline and
unobstructed field of view that multiple cameras mounted
on a wing offer are advantageous, but the deflections and
aeroelastic vibrations of wings represent a problem. This is
not only the case for soft and bioinspired wings of small
robots, it’s a much more significant and hard problem for
large, unmanned vehicles and full-scale aircraft, because the
square-cube scaling law makes their wings disproportion-
ally flexible. Instrumenting these wings to monitor struc-
tural deflections phase-advanced in real-time is essential to
compensate for the associated camera motion robustly
beyond what a purely algorithmic solution may offer.

Demonstrations of embedded wing sensing for attitude
(vehicle state) estimation or flight control remain confined
to laboratory and research projects – for example, in wind
tunnel tests.123 Scaling challenges stemming from hardware
and software are one barrier to broad implementation of
sensing skins.96,123 These hardware challenges including
sensor capability, the density needed for accurate distributed
sensing and integration during fabrication96,123 are among
the most difficult aspects of implementing sensing skins.
New manufacturing techniques can address hardware
challenges through sensor installation at time of fabrica-
tion.96 For example, the advancement of 3D printing
technologies will play a role in future sensing skins by
making it easier to integrate electromechanical components
into a wider array of materials.124 Additional challenges
arising from the number of wires, interconnects, and
bandwidth can be solved by wireless sensor networks with
distributed data processing.125 Further software challenges
include modeling and computation.96,123 Surfaces with
complex geometries will need more accurate simulation and
modelling to isolate material behavior from sensor outputs.

Designing sensing skins for new trends in vehicle design,
including bioinspired morphing surfaces, are a particular
challenge.126 A short-term solution is to develop the sensor

networks as small patches in static areas where aerodynamic
conditions are of particular interest.127 A better, long-term
solution is embedding the sensorized morphing skins in
smart actuated materials so that the effect of changing shape
is compensated for in the sensor outputs.96,126 Finally,
advances in sensing skins are driven by other applications
areas including ongoing development of robots that are safe
for human interaction.128 Therefore, collaboration among
the different application communities can advance the
development of practical sensing skins across requirements.

Perching biomimetic robotics vignette 2:
SNAG’s stereotyped nature inspired aerial
grasper for perching

The SNAG10 is a biomimetic perching mechanism based on
recent findings23,66 in birds’ ability to grasp and perch on
unstructured surfaces. Stereotyped nature-inspired aerial
grasper combines active and passive controls to land on a
range of perches by absorbing the impact energy through its
two-leg mechanisms.2 Reversing the same leg mechanisms
enables the robot to takeoff after landing.10 The dynamic
perching and functional capabilities are demonstrated in
Figure 5(a) and (b). In Figure 5(a), SNAG is perched, re-
cording data as an environmental sensor.2 In the bottom left
of the Figure (Figure 5(b)), SNAG approaches and lands
dynamically on a perch using a bird-inspired near-
horizontal approach path.10 The hierarchical design of the
bipedal perching mechanism is shown in Figure 5(c). Key
biomimetic mechanisms include the DFM, which auto-
matically closes the foot about the perch as the leg collapses
and transfers the impact energy to supplemental squeeze
force. Additionally, a locking ratchet that replicates the
TLM locks the leg and feet when perched,10 as in birds
(Biological context for the robot vignettes). Furthermore, as
the feet (the end-effector) close around the perch, the 3D
printed pointed claws engage with asperities on the branch
surface, while the rough, rubber-backed, and wrinkled toe
pads harness friction to absorb angular velocity and grip the
surface.2 In particular, absorbing the net angular momentum
at contact was found to play an important role in perching
success, which SNAG partially addresses through balancing
at contact.2 These features enable SNAG to perch on dirt,
moss, and lichen-covered branches without observing
surface properties and contact forces. To increase the ro-
bustness and adaptability of the robot, smart materials could
further extend the capabilities of SNAG, e.g. by providing
surface interaction force (haptic) feedback and surface
property feedback to inform grasp force optimization23 and
better conform the end effector to complex surface features.

In general, the design of perching mechanisms for aerial
robots is motivated by the desire to increase the landing
capabilities beyond structured environments. As is expected,
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this work is motivated and preceded by earlier perching
mechanisms.129 While the general behavior and mechanism
design is bioinspired, work in quadrotor perching has ex-
panded to use an array of attachment methods beyond purely
bioinspired solutions. These solutions generally include
gecko tape, glue, suction cups, magnets, electro adhesion,
micro spines, various gripper systems, reconfigurable frames,
and penetration based features.130,131 As sensing and com-
pute capabilities have increase for mobile aerial robots, recent
methods also include onboard sensing and planning in
combination with new gripper designs for active and passive
perching or grasping.131 Grasping and perching robots are
typically considered together because of the similarities
between the two research areas. This close relationship has
led the way towards designing robots that accomplish both
actions with the same mechanism.

Developing robots that land on natural and manmade
surfaces can extend mission length for tasks like surveil-
lance or environmental monitoring.131 In contrast to birds
(Biological context for the robot vignettes), robots typically
require structured environments that are engineered for
landing and takeoff (runways, grass fields, helicopter
platforms, etc.). While SNAG demonstrates the state-of-the-
art in robotic perching and grasping, smart materials could
be used to improve perching performance. Two key op-
portunities are to minimize redundant structures by har-
nessingmorphing smart materials with controllable stiffness
(Smart materials for hierarchical mechanisms and perching
robots) and to replace traditional actuators with artificial
muscles embedded in the structure (Applying artificial
muscles for robot mechanism actuation) to reduce weight
complexity and improve overall robustness.

Figure 5. SNAG is a robotic leg and end effector that mimics bird legs and feet; its biomimetic mechanism design enables takeoff and
landing on complex surfaces. (A) A quadcopter perched on a branch with SNAG. (B) SNAG’s dynamic landing sequence. (C) The right
panel demonstrates the hierarchical structure of the mechanism. This mechanism enables SNAG to collide with the branch, absorb the
impact energy, and stabilize on the perch. The structure (predominantly) and claws are made of 3D printed PLA. To mimic the toe
structure of a bird, each phalanx of SNAG’s feet features a deformable rubber pad covered with grip tape to add surface waviness for
locking onto surface irregularities. The claws latch onto stochastic surface asperities of the branch with elevated force that together with
reliable, but lower, toe pad friction forces help absorb the angular momentum during collision and provide the torque needed to perch
when the center of mass is off center.10
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Smart materials for hierarchical mechanisms and
perching robots

Aerial robots often employ duplicative, specialized struc-
tures to complete their locomotory function.131 The oc-
currence of specialized and partly duplicative structures
arises from a modular design approach in which each re-
quired function is addressed by a specialized solution
combined with other dedicated solutions to create an entire
system. While this approach is attractive from a design
standpoint because function-separation reduces complexity
arising from functional interaction, it leads to structural
redundancies. For example, vehicles and robots may have
both landing gear and a gripper which, if combined, could
perform both all required functions with fewer parts.

Adaptive morphological changes based on smart mate-
rials can expand functionalities, improve dynamic perfor-
mance, and reduce structural design redundancy.8 These
materials should have controllable variable stiffness and
deform rapidly undergoing large and reversible strains with
minimal energy loss, while being stiff enough to withstand

the forces associated with flight, landing and takeoff.8 A
promising solution is controllable variable-stiffness
structures.134,135 Design approaches that fulfill these re-
quirements include: (1) Combing soft materials with active
materials that can change stiffness in response to temper-
ature, electricity, pressure, or magnetic fields,8 (2) origami-
inspired materials that can fold and lock to a desired
configuration,8 and (3) bi-stable or multi-stable structures
that can change shape and then maintain a desired shape
with low energy consumption.8 These materials enable new
use cases of which we exemplify the potential with three
robot designs with different levels of structural redundancy
(Figure 6). As a first example, we consider SNAG (Figure 6,
“SNAG”), which contains a relatively high level of re-
dundancy because the leg mechanism’s structure is neither
integrated into the upper airframe of the aerial robot nor
does it assist with aerodynamic or inertial control while
flying (as birds do). While SNAG does reduce redundancy
by employing its gripper as part of the landing gear, a more
integrated robot design would make it more effective. The
second example is the folding drone in the middle of

Figure 6. Morphing structural materials will enable adaptability, new use cases, and better environmental resilience. Variable stiffness
morphing materials support multifunctional structures to enable multimodal robots and while reducing overengineering and
redundancy.2,132,133
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Figure 6, “Folding”.133 This morphing aerial robot folds its
arms around its central body. The robot leverages an
adaptive control strategy to expand flight capabilities, even
during non-symmetric morphing.133 Tight integration of the
morphing structure with the novel control scheme reduced
redundancy and expanded capabilities. Finally, we show a
multimodal robot132 at the bottom of Figure 6, “Multi-
modal”. This robot demonstrates a low level of redundancy
by using a large, controllable, morphing structural airframe.
As a result, nearly no redundant structure is needed to
increase the function and capability of this aerial robot. This
low level of redundancy is the result of its kirigami136 (a
variation of origami) inspired morphing composite body
that can morph from a flat sheet to a load-bearing shape in a
reversible fashion.132 The top-down design and fabrication
approach of origami robotic structures enables integrated
system design.136 More generally, integrated design solu-
tions are key for developing new vehicle functions; for
example, morphing wings that can fold into the body dy-
namically enable transitioning from air (flight) to water

(swimming).137 These mechanical examples point to the
potential of reducing redundancy across all functions.

A key aspect of multifunctional design is integration of
the energy system into the structure. For example, batteries
can be integrated directly into structural carbon fiber ele-
ments to create multifunctional energy storage composites
(MESC) that are 15 times as rigid as traditional pouch
cells.138,139 Further developing these materials based on
embodied energy design principles140 can enable aerial vehicles
to extend mission duration and overall mission functionality
based on autonomy.131,141 To achieve these improvements
better integrated actuators are needed. (Figure 7).

Applying artificial muscles for robot
mechanism actuation

Current robots rely on complex mechanical design to
achieve smart body functions. For example, SNAG uses a
system of nylon tendons that transfer stored energy to

Figure 7. Robotic artificial muscles are a promising technology to replace complex motor and servo driver mechanisms with more
forgiving soft actuators.142 These artificial muscles are typically in one of eight categories and are evaluated using six different
performance metrics.142 A leading example is HASEL.143 Artificial muscles have been applied to scalable small flapping robots.144

Applying these technologies could improve SNAG’s performance, decrease repetitive structures used in its design, and reduce assembly
complexity.
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trigger its grasping mechanism.7 Indeed, many current robot
grasping mechanisms rely on a complex sequence of ten-
dons, pulleys, and actuators to drive mechanisms.145 All
these robots would benefit from scalable artificial muscle-
based mechanisms that could be placed in situ, attached
directly to the degrees of freedom that they operate to
provide the dynamic force and length changes that are
needed locally, as found in birds (Biological context for the
robot vignettes). Here, we will review current muscle types
and design criteria in the context of applications.

Design criteria for artificial muscles in robots. The goal of
robotic artificial muscles is to replace conventional electro-
magnetic actuators such as servo motors and the complex
transmission systems required to deliver the dynamic (torque,
force) and kinematic (displacement, rate, acceleration) out-
put. Because artificial muscles are not a “one size fits all”
replacement for traditional actuators, the intended application
needs to be considered before implementation (Figure 7,
“Design Criteria”). For example, a quick grasping mecha-
nism as used in the legs of SNAG has different requirements
than a gripper used for manipulating stationary objects. Each
type of artificial muscle has distinct use cases according to its
operating principle and characteristics.142 Actuator types
include piezoelectric actuators, dielectric elastomer actuators
(DEA), ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMC), shape
memory alloys (SMA), shape memory polymers (SMP), soft
fluidic actuators, twist string actuators (TSA), and super-

coiled polymers (SCP) (Table 1).142 The performance of
artificial robotic muscles is traditionally evaluated using
conventional actuator performancemetrics:142 power density,
bandwidth, strain, stress, linearity, and efficiency.142 The
choice of the best artificial muscle technology requires
trading off between these metrics, which we summarize in
Table 1.

Application of robotic muscles into robotic structures. A long-
standing challenge is to develop artificial muscle that can
exceed skeletal muscle performance, promising candidates
include DEA and hydraulically amplified self-healing
electrostatic (HASEL) actuators146 (Figure 7, “HASEL
Example”). Hydraulically amplified self-healing electro-
static actuators are a comparatively new technology that
consists of a deformable shell filled with a liquid dielectric
encapsulated in a structure with opposing electrodes. By
applying voltage across the electrodes, the shape of the shell
changes, resulting in a large actuation force.146 In Figure 7,
“HASEL Example”, the actuator’s linear performance, as
well as its ability to manipulate delicate objects, is dem-
onstrated.143 The two different grasped objects show how a
HASEL muscle gripper can seamlessly adapt to objects of
diverse fragility and textures; this envelope is needed to
make robotic structure approximate musculoskeletal system
dexterity. In fact, the 37% strain of the HASEL actuator is
already on par with skeletal muscle.143 This emerging

Table 1. Types of artificial muscles and the metrics used to evaluate them.142

Type of muscle Function

Piezoelectric Generate force when subject to an electric field through the converse piezoelectric effect.
EAP Shape changing polymers which react to an electrical input. Two categories of EAP are DEAs and IPMC.
DEA (type of EAP) Soft polymer coated on each side with different electrodes. Applying differential voltage results in compressive

stresses.
IPMC (type of EAP) Uses two layers of metal with a membrane in-between. The cathode metal attracts water and ions which results

in bending in the membrane.
Shape memory alloy Alloys which use the shape memory effect, which is the ability of a material to change shapes and then return to

their original shape.
Shape memory
polymer

Polymers which use the shape memory effect.

Soft fluidic actuators These actuators convert energy, often in the form of a fluid or liquid, into mechanical motion.
TSA TSAs convert rotation from a motor into a linear motion.
SCP Uses twisted polymer threads to produce torque.

Metric Definition

Power density Output work normalized by mass and actuation period
Bandwidth Maximum trackable sinusoidal frequency
Strain Change in length relative to initial length
Stress Force generated normalized to cross sectional area
Linearity Accuracy of a linear model to predict muscle output
Efficiency Ratio of output power to input power
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artificial muscle technology can thus improve multifunc-
tional mechanism design.146

The application of artificial muscles to flying platforms is
in an early stage of development, with a few notable ex-
amples in microscale applications.147,148 The potential of
widespread use is exemplified by an insect-sized flapping
microrobot (Figure 7, ‘Robotic Application’) that uses a soft
artificial muscle to power its wings.144 The 155 mg
flapping-wing robot uses a DEA to power its flight. Each
DEA weighs less than 100 mg with a power density of
600 W/Kg. The multifunctionality of this actuator is ex-
emplified by how actuator softness increases the robustness
of the flapping wings to collisions. At larger scales, elec-
tromagnetic servo actuators remain predominant. However,
as demonstrated in this flapping robot, it is possible to scale
small artificial muscles by recruiting them in parallel to meet
the demands of larger platforms (Figure 7, ‘Scale’).144 A
major open challenge is linearizing muscle actuator per-
formance so they are more amendable to robust closed-loop
control. Provably stable control systems require linearity,
which electric motors excel in across scales.144 Another
major open challenge remains scaling the favorable prop-
erties of artificial muscles up to aerospace scales.142

Looking ahead, use cases for future artificial muscles
would be even more compelling if they can also replicate
other unique properties of natural muscles. These include

synergy, in which groups of muscles contribute to particular
movements;149 recruitment, the ability to vary how many
muscle fibers in a muscle are activated;150 their ability to
self-heal; and practically silent operation. To achieve these,
artificial muscle development needs to push the boundaries
of material science (e.g. compressible materials with high
dielectric constant and low hysteresis) and fabrication
methods.151 As a result, extensive material development is
still required to realize the full potential of artificial muscle
integration,142,146,148 especially at larger aerospace vehicle
scales. One case study we can look at are artificial muscles
in flapping robots, which we briefly discuss in the next
section.

Comparing artificial robotic muscles with traditional actuators in
flapping robots. Small-scale flapping robots provide a
unique opportunity to compare the use of robotic muscle
actuators to show their benefits and shortcomings. This
stems from sub-gram flappers being one of the areas in
aerial robotics to have used these new actuators and the
lack of flying robots that use artificial muscles as a primary
means of propulsion. To demonstrate the relative perfor-
mance of different types of actuators in flapping robots,
Figure 8 compares robots using traditional actuators
(motors, piezoelectric, electromagnetic, etc.) with a few
examples of robots with artificial robotic (soft) muscles, as

Figure 8. A case study in applying soft acutators to aerial robots. A comparison of existing flapping robots with both artificial muscles
and rigid actuators. Biological baselines are included to give context for the robotic prototypes. All muscle actuator robots are
tethered during flight. Data and sources available in Table 2.
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well as several biological baselines. In comparing to ex-
isting robots, we can see that the most capable muscle
actuators achieve higher lift-to-weight ratios compared to
existing flapping robots. This achievement suggests the
potential for highly advanced robotic fliers that benefit
from the advantages that robotic muscles actuators bring.
By combining higher lift-to-weight ratios with the benefits
of soft robotic muscles, flapper robots with artificial
muscles can perform somersault, other acrobatic maneu-
vers, and recover from collisions that rigid robots can-
not.147 High lift-to-weight ratios are desirable because they

are associated with higher maneuverability. Combining
high maneuverability with robust mechanical design is an
ideal combination to make future robots highly capable in
varying flight conditions and environments because of the
resulting durability. Unfortunately, these flapper robots are
still tethered. As a result, future challenges for using ar-
tificial muscles for powered flight include designing the
energy storage, power electronics, and flight control
systems that enable controlled untethered flight. While
flappers with soft actuators have a higher payload than
their rigid counterparts,147 their maneuverability will be

Table 2. Data for Figure 8. Table data adapted from various sources including research and review papers.147,152–163

Weight Max lift Actuator Mass
Actuator Mass/Robot
Mass

(mg) (mg) Lift to weight ratio (mg) % Figure Reference

Traditional actuators
Tethered
EM 80 80 1 58 73% A
Robofly 86 216 2.5 50 58% B
RoboBee 90 372 4.1 50 56% C
Bee+ 95 143 1.5 56 59% D
Robofly (four wings) 143 305 2.1 100 70% E
Toyota flapper 598 665 1.1 368 62% F
fwMAVS 13,400 22,000 1.6 3180 24% G
Beetle type 13,900 16,735 1.2 6280 45% H

Untethered
RoboFly wireless 190 216 1.1 50 26% A
BigBee 259 450 1.7 50 19% B
DelFly 2 21,100 40,816 1.9 1000 5% C
DelFly nimble 28,200 36,660 1.3 1430 5% D
Butterfly 38,600 73,469 1.9 7500 19% E
Robotic hummingbird 62,000 70,000 1.1 16,800 27% F

Muscles actuators
SoftFly V1 155 186 1.2 100 65% A
SoftFly V2 155 341 2.2 110 71% B
SoftFly V3-6 150 645 4.3 125 83% C
SoftFly V3-20 162 601 3.7 143 88% D
SoftFly V2 four part 665 302 2.2 440 66% E
Baseline
Drone 2
Aggressive drone 4 to 7
Hummingbird >1.5
Flies 2–3.5

Biological baselines
Robber fly 173 449 2.6 65 38%
Butterfly (danaidae) 417 1122 2.7 146 35%
Hummingbird 6000 10,714 1.8 1800 30%
Goldfinch 11,000 16,122 1.5 2300 21%
Bat 15,000 28,469 1.9 4700 31%
Robin 65,000 106,020 1.6 17,600 27%
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significantly affected unless engineers can maintain similar
lift to weight ratios. Finally, based on the examples shown
in Figure 8, as flapping robots and their biological
counterparts scale, their lift to weight ratios decrease. As a
result, the larger robots and animals are less maneuverable
because their maximum acceleration is lower. All in all,
soft robotic actuators have the potential to bring im-
provements to small flapping robots, but significant en-
gineering development is needed to realize their
improvements over traditional actuators.

Grasping bioinspired robotics vignette 3:
AGR’s mechanism for fast and compliant
airborne interaction

Robotic manipulators should be thoroughly instrumented to
autonomously complete their tasks.164 To accomplish this,
we still need significant work in robotic manipulation164 and
soft robotics128 to drive future areas of research to enable an
instrumented aerial grasping mechanism. The AGR

(Figure 9(a)) uses a passive grasping mechanism to catch
objects and drones in flight (Figure 9(b)).165 The design of
AGR builds off similar bioinspired principles as SNAG
(Perching biomimetic robotics vignette 2: SNAG’s ste-
reotyped nature inspired aerial grasper for perching) by
using passive mechanisms to control and release the trigger
to close the gripper. The mechanism utilizes stored energy in
pre-stretched rubber bands (Figure 9(c), B) to power the
underactuated finger (Figure 9(c), C) for a grasping se-
quence. Upon impact, the main linear sliding element
(Figure 9(c), A,F) of the mechanism acts as a suspension,
and the movement of this suspension is tied to a trigger,
releasing stored potential energy and closing the under-
actuated finger. In-flight grasping is difficult because the
collision impact of the grasper cannot exceed the control
authority of the main drone to avoid any irrecoverable
disturbance. Further, the pursuit drone needs to close its
grasper around the target drone sufficiently quickly to avoid
ejection due to the target drone bouncing off the gripper. To
work within the grasping ejection constraints, the AGR
gripper fully closes in ∼10 ms and then applies maximum

Figure 9. The aerial grasping robot (AGR) catches target drones in flight using a passive grasping mechanism that closes in milliseconds.
(A) Grasping robot is a 550 g quadrotor that can catch an 85 g target drone. Onboard the drone is a PX4 autopilot board and Intel
UPboard companion computer, which receives a trajectory from a base computer. (B) A composite image showing a successful grasp
with a safe recovery. (C) Detailed overview of the gripper mechanism showing tendons and passive elements. Applying a small force at the
end of the gripper activates it by releasing stored energy.11While the lettered callouts are kept here to demonstrate gripper details, full
function and videos can be found in the paper.
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grasping force. The current gripper uses a fixed gripper
attached to the bottom of the drone to pursue a moving
target.

Currently, grasping robots generally allocate a large mass
percentage to their grippers, unlike birds which are more
efficient in their mass allocation. In the next section, we
briefly discuss this comparison and how it should motivate
engineers and designers to develop and apply smart
materials.

Mass allocation comparison between robots
and birds

A notable feature of the aforementioned AGR is the low
mass percentage allocated to the gripper, only 6%. This is
half of the typical mass allocation of grippers in grasping
and perching robots and on par with the mass percentage
allocated towards the lower extremities of birds. However,
overall, grasping and perching robots typically allocate a
larger fraction of their mass towards their grippers compared
to birds across various mass scales. We illustrate this in
Figure 10, where we compile the total masses, lower ex-
tremity (bird) or gripper mass (robot), and mass ratios for

birds, robots, and a few other aerial vehicles such as air-
planes and helicopters. Across various bird species, the
lower extremities of the birds make up 7.5% of the total
mass of the bird whereas in robots 12.5% of the mass is used
for the gripper. Important to note is that this comparison is
only for the grippers of robots, whereas the lower ex-
tremities of the birds are highly multifunctional, as we have
discussed throughout this work. This conclusion demon-
strates the motivation for developing new smart materials
that can enable robot designers to allocate less weight to the
grippers and more weight to other critical drone compo-
nents, such as batteries, actuators, or computer. More ef-
ficient smart materials that combine functions could also
lower the overall mass entirely, leading to performance
benefits such as better maneuverability and efficiency.
Specifically, incorporating sensing and actuation, as dis-
cussed in the forthcoming section, into smart materials for
aerial robots could be a means to close the gap between
man-made robots and birds.

Smart materials for AGRs

Aerial grasping drones have practical applications, such as
removing malicious drones from sensitive airspaces. In

Figure 10. Grasping and perching robots consistently allocate more of their mass towards their manipulators relative to the lower
extremities of their avian biological counterparts. This figure shows a comparison of leg or gripper mass as a proportion of total mass of
robots and birds across varying mass scales. Biological baselines are included to provide context for the robot prototypes. Letters in
circles correspond to robot details in Table 3. All data and sources available in Table 3.
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contrast to other destructive methods including brute force
or projectiles, this grasping method disables the target drone
without excessive debris. However, more instrumentation
and better gripper materials are needed to improve the
capabilities of the AGR mechanism and increase its au-
tonomy. Smart materials provide the opportunity to embed
sensing into a gripper mechanism and to create fast actu-
ating, compliant structures that increase the likelihood of a
successful capture. In this section, we discuss the most

relevant types of sensing for aerial grasping mechanisms
(Figure 11) and then discuss how to leverage soft robotic
principles (Figure 12) to improve the performance of robotic
grasping mechanisms like that on AGR.

Sensorized gripper for autonomous grasping

The adaptability and robustness of autonomous aerial
grasping systems can be generalized by integrating

Table 3. Data on robot and bird mass allocations corresponding to Figure 10. Data compiled from various sources.131,165–167 Robot
names adapted from Grasping and Perching review by Meng et al.131 Figure reference for data points in Figure 10.

Name Total Mass (Kg)
Leg or gripper Mass
(Kg)

Leg or gripper to total Mass
ratio

Figure
Reference

Grasping
Aerial grasping robot 0.550 0.04 0.06 A
Avian-inspired aerial manipulator 0.658 0.16 0.24 B
Wasp-pedal-carrying aerial manipulator 1.020 0.04 0.04 C
Origami-inspired aerial manipulator 1.507 0.31 0.21 D
Folding-arm aerial manipulator 1.894 0.25 0.13 E
Aerial torsional manipulator 1.910 0.33 0.18 F
Helicopter-linkage-hand system 4.300 0.15 0.04 G
Dual-arm aerial manipulator 5.652 1.30 0.23 H
Industrial aerial manipulator 128.000 16.00 0.13 I

Perching
Flap-wing electro adhesive perching
mechanism

0.000089 0.000013 0.15 A

Magnetic extended-leg perching mechanism 0.032 0.01 0.31 B
Thrust-assisted perching mechanism 0.039 0.01 0.28 C
insect-Inspired perching mechanism 0.280 0.03 0.10 D
Three-directional perching mechanism 0.550 0.18 0.33 E
Gecko-inspired perching mechanism 0.583 0.06 0.10 F
Parrotlet perching mechanism 0.750 0.25 0.33 G
Untethered electroadhesive perching
mechanism

1.300 0.13 0.10 H

Reconfigurable perching mechanism 1.500 0.33 0.22 I
Adaptive microspine perching mechanism 1.684 0.03 0.02 J
Vacuum-cup perching mechanism 1.800 0.32 0.18 K

Biological baselines
Green hermit hummingbird 0.006 0.00 0.01
Goldfinch 0.013 0.00 0.04
Streaked flycatcher 0.045 0.00 0.04
Black chested jay 0.212 0.03 0.15
Hook-billed kite 0.265 0.02 0.08
Pigeon 0.307 0.02 0.06
Broad winged hawk 0.360 0.05 0.14
Duck 0.568 0.03 0.06
Peregrine falcon 0.825 0.10 0.12
Great tinamou 1.168 0.15 0.13
Vulture 1.426 0.21 0.15
Osprey 1.837 0.16 0.09
Pelican 3.174 0.14 0.04
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advances in manipulation and soft robotics. In comparison
to most robotic hands and grippers, aerial grasping places an
emphasis on minimizing weight and fast response. In the
context of AGR, the two most relevant areas for embedded
sensing in the grasper are (1) proprioception and (2) tactile
sensing (Figure 11(a), “Sensorized Grasper”). For embed-
ded proprioception, curvature and length sensing are most
relevant to capture the changing shape of the grasping
mechanism under loading. Tactile sensing is important for
knowing how the gripper is interacting with its target. To
show how this sensing could be accomplished, we consider
current sensing modalities used for manipulation in soft
robotics (Figure 11, “Types of Sensors”, “Types of
Sensing”).168

Proprioception improves grasper trajectory control. A major
design improvement of aerial graspers is to actively control
joints so that the motion of the gripper is decoupled from the
aerial robot flight trajectory. This decoupling would enable
the robot to fly desired trajectories while the position and

orientation of the grasping end-effector is optimized as well.
This requires feedback control in the grasping mechanism,
so it can compensate for linear and angular motion of the
aerial robot and thus optimize the desired orientation of the
end effector. This is not unlike how camera gimbals use
IMU for stabilizing and orientating the camera.172 Other
examples include robotic arms, which use joint sensors (e.g.
potentiometers) to calculate inverse kinematics.173 Criti-
cally, combination of orientation sensors with torque sen-
sors174 would enable the estimation of the mass properties
of the captured object (beyond inertial model based ap-
proaches). These approaches can be improved for aerial
robotic grasping mechanisms by compensating for the
significant deformations that compliant soft robotics and
bioinspired mechanisms typically undergo (Biological
context for the robot vignettes), especially while dynami-
cally colliding with a target to grasp it.

Implementing fiber optic sensing through the linkages of
a gripper mechanism is another suitable sensing solution
that could be directly integrated into the materials of the

Figure 11. To perceive their environments and the target, grippers must be sensorized. Smart materials can be used for local
proprioception, force, and tactile sensing. (A) The ideal regions for the two desired types of sensing are depicted by the colored lines
and include proprioception and tactile sensing. (B) A soft skin for human hands demonstrates optical based proprioception.169 (C) A
compliant gripper (GelSight Fin Ray) with GelSight finger tips can infer forces and detect touch using optical sensing.170 [Bottom Row]
Types of sensing and sensors typically used in soft robotic grippers.168,171
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mechanism. Traditional fiber optic sensor systems are in-
extensible and designed for rigid structures with minimal
strain, so these sensors would struggle with the complex
geometry of the aerial grasping mechanism.175 Another
challenge of implementing fiber optics sensors in mobile
robotics is the size and weight of the interrogator, which is
needed to analyze the optical signal from fiber optic ca-
bles.176 These challenges are resolve by new designs based
on stretchable fiber optic sensors with flexible elastomeric
lightguides, combined with LEDs and optimized dyes. By
exploiting optical effects, it is possible to measure structural
deformations in a more flexible and portable fashion
(Figure 11(B), “Proprioception”).169 Currently, these sen-
sors are limited to a range of tens of centimeters and are
larger in diameter than traditional fiber-optic sensors. While
a benefit of this new approach is the flexibility of the
optical fibers, additional benefits will be realized when the
sensors are miniaturized to their theoretical limits. Smaller

form-factors will increase their versatility and usefulness,
especially when combined with composite fibers that form
load paths in robotic structures.

Tactile sensing improves grasping after impact. While pro-
prioception is critical before the collision of the grasper,
after impact, tactile sensing becomes equally important for
dexterous manipulation. Tactile sensing enables detection of
successful contact initiation and grasp effectiveness. After a
successful grasp, the robotic system and the grasped object
become one, and estimating the new mass properties of the
combined system is crucial to optimally control its flight
path. Two general approaches that would enable the system
to acquire this information. One is to estimate mass property
using the telemetry and a model of the thrust of the main
drone, which requires assumptions about inertial proper-
ties.177 The other is to incorporate tactile sensing capabil-
ities into the gripper structure.

Figure 12. For optimal aerial grasping, the gripper must be fast closing and able to dampen impacts. Smart materials can be integrated to
incorporate fast and compliant grasping mechanisms. Two soft robotic principles should drive material development for aerial grasping
robots. Future materials should be fast and highly controllable, compliant materials. (A) A proposed fast capture mission in space.179 (B)
A bistable gripper that can close quickly and conform to a variety of object shapes. The top set of images are a time sequence of the
gripper actuating and the bottom set are a similar CAD sequence of the gripper activating.179 (C) A particle jamming gripper with high
variable compliance, extreme conformability, and high grasping forces.180 (D) A plot of the response times of existing materials used in
soft robotic grippers.135
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Tactile sensing innovations are among the popular areas
in robotics research because they are thought to be critical
for achieving human-level robotic manipulation.164,168

While it is beyond scope to provide a comprehensive re-
view, we focus here on one of the most promising recent
technologies.178 GelSight is an optical tactile sensor that
uses a camera to measure the deformation of a soft elas-
tomeric surface.178 From the image, the sensor can infer
contact stresses and slip.178 Figure 11(C), “Tactile”, shows a
robotic gripper with a GelSight sensor at the tips of a fin ray
gripper.170 A benefit of this sensing approach is that the
compliant nature of the elastomer enables sensing as it
deforms around a grasped object. Such compliance is
necessary for robust high-speed grasping. Challenges, es-
pecially for dynamic aerial grasping applications, include
sensor packaging and the need to process tactile data rapidly
on the wing. Integration challenges continue to impede the
adoption of tactile sensing in robotics, especially in small
aerial robots. Smart materials with embedded sensing offer
the opportunity to mitigate wiring and communications
challenges. They can reduce the required numbers of cables
and interconnects, allowing sensors to be applied to more
complex geometries and to deformable structures, which
have been notoriously difficult to instrument with traditional
sensors.168 This also has the potential to reduce the total
mass of the system. To illustrate the potential, we consider
compliant structures for fast catching in the next section.

Compliant structures for fast catching

Aerial grasping is a challenging endeavor because the action
is nearly instantaneous with little margin for error. While
flight testing the AGR, two key design requirements
emerged: fast grasping and contact force minimization.11

Although the gripper on AGR actuates quickly, it is stiff,
leading to relatively high impact forces that can result in
unsuccessful grasping attempts due to ejection (object
bouncing in the grasper).3 Ideally, the gripper should be
sufficiently compliant to conform to a target, gradually
reducing the relative velocity to reduce peak contact force as
in a suspension system. Soft robotics grasper technology
based on bistable compliant structures as well as phase-
change based particle/layer jamming can improve dynamic
grasping.

Current soft grippers designed for manipulation164 are
relatively slow and heavy for applications in aerial dynamic
grasping systems,135 illustrated in Figure 12 “Actuation
Speed”. The red line represents the closing speed of AGR’s
gripper; current materials used for soft grippers are much
slower.135 The technologies that currently come closest are
electrorheological (ER) and magnetorheological (MR)
fluid-based grippers.171 We therefore consider two soft

robotic principles below to enable fast grasps. The first is
bistable structures and the second is particle jamming for
conforming during grasping. An ideal new smart material
would combine the principles of these two concepts into one
usable material or structure capable of fast capture.

Bistable materials and structures offer a solution for fast
grasping. They can be loaded to a stable, high potential
energy state and then upon triggering, snap to a second
stable state with the release of energy (similar to how the
venus flytrap traps insects). A robotic example of this
grasping principle is shown in Figure 12, “Bistable Grip-
pers”.179 This gripper is designed for a conceptual high-
speed space grasping task (Figure 12(a)). When the target
hits the mechanism, a force is applied to the gripper, which
quickly closes around the grasped object.179 The trigger
force is tunable, by adjusting the initial deformation of the
gripper, it is possible to adjust the grasping energy
threshold.179 An overall benefit of bistable materials is that
they often do not need any external actuation or sensor input
during grasping. Using the bistable principle in a composite
material for the fingers of an aerial grasping mechanism
could contribute to a rapid, secure grasp about the target
object. To absorb collision energy further, particle jamming
principles could provide a soft palm that quickly conforms
around the target and firms.

Particle jamming systems are notable for their ability
to (1) dynamically change from a highly deformable state
to a nearly solid state and therefore (2) grasp objects with
complex geometries.180 These two principles make
jamming grippers nearly universal grippers. As the
membrane bag enclosing the granular material collapses,
e.g. under the actuation of a vacuum, the packing volume
lowers slightly and the gripper transitions to a near solid
state. The tight conformation allows the gripper to lift and
handle a wide range of object sizes and loads than
possible without jamming.180 An example that demon-
strates the ability to conform to complex geometries is
shown in Figure 12 “Particle Jamming”.180 Integrated
jamming grippers with an impact-absorbing gripper
“palm” in flying systems that rapidly pull a vacuum
(within 10 ms or so) could improve grasp stability and
collision energy dissipation.

The principles for designing better aerial grasping
mechanisms by improving the underlying structures to be
fast grasping and compliant has applications in designing
new bioinspired landing gear181 for aerospace vehicles.
Such new landing gear designs will need to quickly absorb
significant energy during short or vertical take-off and
landing. Overall, we argue that improving robotic grasping
mechanisms and structures has broader implications in
aerospace applications than perhaps originally thought,
especially in energy absorbing structures.
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FalconBot and aircraft conceptual design
framework for multifunctional smart
material development

FalconBot framework for multifunctional smart
material development

The FalconBot conceptual aerial robot design integrates the
biohybrid (PigeonBot), biomimetic (SNAG), and bio-
inspired (AGR) avian design principles that we reviewed for
each robotics vignette (Figure 13(a)). It consists of: (1) a
multifunctional morphing wing and tail structure for super
maneuverable flight, (2) embedded wing sensing for fly-by-
feel control to robustly increase the flight envelope, (3) a
grasping mechanism used for dynamic aerial grasping and
perching, and (4) multi-rotor vertical takeoff and landing
capabilities (since wing-flapping has not yet been shown to

scale across aerospace scales). Examples of specific mul-
tifunctional smart material solutions for biohybrid, biomi-
metic and bioinspired avian design principles in our review
are given in Figure 13(b). Embedded aerodynamic pressure,
shear, and flow sensing as well as structural strain, stress and
vehicle-scale deformation sensing in the skin and the fusion
of this information in the closed-loop control loop enables
the morphing wing and tail to adapt robustly to the task at
hand under challenging external disturbances. To actuate
the multifunctional morphing surfaces, robotic legs and end
effectors as well as the vertical takeoff and landing
mechanisms, artificial muscles like HASEL or DEA146

could be used in place of traditional electric motor based
actuators. Furthermore, hierarchical cellular composite
materials with microscale fasteners based on microlattice
structures70 could furnish the necessary lightweight, mul-
tifunctional structures needed for morphing. Finally, smart

Figure 13. FalconBot (A), and its aircraft equivalent (C), is a conceptual framework that synthesizes biohybrid (PigeonBot), biomimetic
(SNAG) and bioinspired (AGR) avian design principles as inspiration for developing new multifunctional smart materials: (1) Smart
wing structures with wing morphing for supermaneuverable flight, (2) Embedded sensing for control and autonomy, (3) dynamic pursuit
for aerial grasping, and (4) vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) with a multifunctional gripper. (B) Illustrations of smart materials that can
mimic some of the avian solutions: First Column top, sensing flow with wing and feather structures, illustrated by a visualization of the
wing and tail tip vortices in bird flight [Photo Credit Aron Hejdström]. Bottom, A flexible pressure sensing skin.127 Second Column top,
dynamic actuation of a soft morphing wing by the avian musculoskeletal system [Photo Credit George Roderick]. Bottom, the HASEL
artificial muscle capable of generating similar force levels and length changes.143 Third Column top, feather hierarchical structure
enables load sharing, interlocking, and passive aerodynamic filtering [Photo Credit Laura Matloff/Kenneth Hoffmann]. Bottom, ultralight
microlattice materials enabled by their hierarchical structure.70 Fourth Column top, Peregrine falcon foot [Photo Credit Piers
Cavendish].182 Bottom, flexible fiber optics can provide proprioception.169 (C) Equivalent aerospace concept vehicle, integrates
designs inspired by the Airbus Bird of Prey concept183 and the Phratcyl MACROBAT,181 with the proposed multifunctional smart
materials. The callouts represent the most similar function to the robot counterparts reviewed. The bioinspired landing system enables
more robust (short or) vertical takeoff and landing on rudimentary runways and helicopter platforms. All images reproduced with
permission.
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materials could decentralize communication needs in the
structure, enabling local interpretation of sensor data, re-
ducing sensor packaging challenges, increasing commu-
nication bandwidth, and decentralizing computation
requirements.184 Whereas testing these capabilities is fea-
sible on aerial robotics platforms, which makes them
uniquely capable testbeds for multifunctional smart material
development, ultimately these technologies will also im-
prove future aircraft across aerospace scales (Figure 13(c)).

Further development of smart materials described
throughout this work can address the technical challenges to
realizing the FalconBot concept. For flight, these challenges
include morphing wing surfaces with better morphing ca-
pabilities that are manufactured from easily procured ma-
terials. Existing solutions use materials that would not stand
up to harsh requirements of robots in the real world,161 so
commercial versions of research prototypes have begun to
investigate non-biological alternatives.185 For perching and
grasping, traditional tendon driven mechanisms could be
replaced by more easily manufactured grasping and
perching mechanisms that leverage distributed actuation
and the forgiveness of soft actuators. Finally, expanding
sensing beyond traditional drone sensors could enable more
dependable sensing when future aerial robots interact with
their environments. To address this, material designers
should focus on more easily accessible and modular ma-
terials to seamlessly integrate into existing and future ro-
botic mechanism design. These challenges are beginning to
be addressed by the literature presented throughout this
work. All in all, these technical innovations together would
enable FalconBot to be a dependable aerial robot platform
beyond a one-off prototype.

We propose that multifunctional robotic concept designs
such as FalconBot provide an ideal framework for

incorporating and testing new advances in structures, mate-
rials, sensors, and actuators. This is exemplified by the rapid
research and development cycle of the reviewed biohybrid,
biomimetic and bioinspired aerial robot vignettes, which
successfully translated and flight-tested recently discovered
avian design principles to demonstrate their engineering use. A
key benefit of small autonomous aerial robots is that their
design and fabrication cycles are much more rapid and can
involve greater risk-taking at lower cost. The overall cost of
fabrication and of conducting tests is low, even in the event of
frequent catastrophic crashes, which speeds up research and
development. Conveniently, small natural fliers, also impose a
premium on integration and multifunctional capabilities to
reduce volume and weight. Admittedly, scaling to large ve-
hicles will impose additional challenges not encountered with
small robotic fliers, in particular: affordable large-scale air-
worthy manufacturing of multifunctional components. Given
these burdens, it is especially valuable to first flight-test in-
novations at the more affordable and efficient scale of au-
tonomous aerial robots. This allows for testing more extreme
multifunctional design integration principles than ever con-
sidered at full scale before, as the robotics design vignettes
exemplify effectively. A theme throughout this review is the
consideration of multifunctional structures buildup by smart
materials in the context of robotic structures, rather than as a
small component of a robot or vehicle. This mindset will result
in new materials that are scalable across robots as well as full-
scale aerospace applications, rather than highly specialized
solutions for specific applications. This is because robotic
structures are frequently scalable across disciplines and vehicle
sizes. As exemplified by how robotic arms use scales from
microscopic surgery in the human body up to space station
level maintenance in orbit around the earth. The intrinsic
scalability of robotic design principles reduces the research and

Figure 14. Summary depicting the relationship between the integrated framework and the smart materials applications discussed
throughout this work. The materials in the purple smart materials box will contribute to the various aeras of the integrated framework
that will improve overall aerial robot capabilities.
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development effort needed at larger scales and enables fo-
cusing resources on adapting them for specific use case
constraints as well as large-scale manufacturing.

Aerospace materials design framework and outlook

A central motivation for the developing multifunctional smart
materials for robotic structures is that it increases the operating
envelope of future aerial vehicles by making them more
adaptable and resilient to unfamiliar scenarios in three categories:

- Improved performance: The application of smart ma-
terials will enable better sensing, control, and actua-
tion, resulting in higher aircraft performance and
maneuverability.

- Expanded use: Multifunctional robotic structures en-
abled by smart materials will be able to perform a
larger variety of tasks and missions through their
ability to use their structure more effectively for a
broader set of functions.

- Environmental resilience: robotic structures can per-
form self-monitoring, enable self-healing, perform
multiple functions including passive ones to respond
robustly in new and uncertain environments.

It is anticipated that future aerospace vehicles will rely
heavily on smart materials183 (Figure 13(c)). These new
vehicles will require materials that do not currently exist at a
scale or capability for aerospace implementations. On the
other hand, in this review, we demonstrate that these
technologies are now emerging in aerial robotics motivated
by similar applications. While the current robot design
concepts for morphing wings and tails as well as grasping
mechanisms represent the first successfully flight-tested
aerial robotics demonstrators, they already show how
avian design principles work within current autonomous
aerial robotics constraints. Further, we reviewed several
smart material concepts being tested in subscale prototypes
for industrial aerospace platforms. For example, Airbus
recently completed wind tunnel testing of an aircraft design
with morphing wing surfaces.186 We observe also that the
development and application of smart materials is highly
interdisciplinary. As a result, materials scientists and en-
gineers need to work even more closely with roboticists and
animal flight researchers as well as mechanical, aerospace,
electrical, and software engineers to understand the prin-
ciples and refine the technologies to take them from con-
cepts to industrial applications. In Figure 14, we briefly
summarize the connection between the overall robot design
principles with the specific applications of smart materials
discussed throughout this work.

The last 15 years have seen a proliferation of low-cost
and readily available components and open-source soft-
ware for aerial robots ranging from small quadcopters to

large-scale unmanned vehicles. Obtaining and integrating
affordable yet highly capable sensors, autopilot systems,
compute boards, actuators, and other components using
computer-aided manufacturing has never been as easy. The
resulted accelerated innovation is unprecedented in industry
and research, in education, and among hobbyist commu-
nities.93 It is now possible to integrate the same sensors used
in a guidance system for a helicopter on Mars onto a
homemade aerial robot.187 A similar mindset applied to new
smart materials will enable progress in incorporating them
into the most capable aerospace platforms. There is
therefore a need for the research community to focus on
making it easier to discover, understand, procure, integrate,
and experiment with multifunctional smart materials in the
context of autonomous flight. Such a collective multidis-
ciplinary community approach will help dramatically ac-
celerate the integration of smart materials into aerospace
materials and applications.
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